Frequently Asked Questions

How Do I Submit My Article?
It is well known that electronic or e-mail submissions substantially reduce the editorial processing time and reviewing time in turn shortens publication time. Please submit your article through online form which is more preferable at the same time authors are requested to submit the article at submission@environmentaljournals.org.

Where Can I General Instructions Related With Article Publication?
Guidelines for authors are available with online submission form. Authors are requested to open the page linked ‘Instructions and Downloads’ for important matter to read. To access the journal page, please click on the respective journal name.

Does ‘Euresian Publications’ Provide English Language Support?
No, presently we are not providing English language support. Even, articles that are accepted for publication will be checked by our copyeditors for spelling and formal style. You are requested to check the manuscript by a native speaker and experienced person. There are many professional proof readers which may help you in making it error free and better. It is always better to provide the article with clear and precise work to concentrate reviewers on scientific content of your paper and for faster review process.

What Should Be The Format For Submission Of Figures?
Photographs, line drawings, graphs, images etc. should be submitted in digital form (scanned, jpg format etc.) and it is better if are in color, as the journals are online and can catch the difference on first look. The file format and size should match the A4 size of the paper.

What Happens After My Article Has Been Accepted?
Initially it goes for editorial review and later on sent towards reviewers especially to the experienced reviewers or among ones suggested by author.

Can You Give Me More Information About Copyright?
Authors will be asked to transfer copyright of the article to ensure widest possible protection and dissemination of information under copyright laws. Open access does not require transferring the rights as the copyright always remain with authors. It indicates that you agree to ‘Euresian Publications policy’ which may change timely and is flexible in favour of authors and international open access policies.

How Can I Get Information About The Status Of My Journal Manuscript?
Authors can sent a mail request for the status of the article after few days of submission. Corresponding author will be informed about the status.

How Can I Access My Article Online?
Our journals are open access and based on the creative commons license. You can view your article through the journal website at any time and download and print for academic use.
What are the Different Stages of Article Processing?

- Acknowledgment of the article
- Editorial and reviewers comments
- Changes for edition and corrections
- Typesetting and arrangement as per format
- Second editorial and reviewers comments
- Galley proofs sent to author
- Corrected proofs returned by author
- Publication of the article

Can I Still Make Corrections To My Article After It Has Been Published Online?

The online publication represents the official publication of research results. It is not simply a prepublication service on the part of ‘Euresian Publications’. As soon as an article is published online, it is citable and quotable. Corrections and changes later can cause the confusion or dissimilarity in the articles of the same authors. So we request authors to make all the necessary changes at the time when galley proof is sent. ‘Euresian Publications’ has therefore decided not to make systematic use of the technical possibilities which may cause the problems in future. Once the article is published, it is final and open to all.

What rights do I retain as a journal author?

1. You can make copies of the journal article (print or electronic) for your own personal use.
2. You can distribute copies of the journal article to research colleagues for scholarly purposes.
3. You can post electronic copy of the article on Internet websites.
4. You can post a revised personal version of the text of the final journal article on your personal or institutional website or server for scholarly purposes.
5. You can present the journal article at a meeting or conference and to distribute copies of such paper or article to the delegates attending the meeting;
6. You retain patent and trademark rights and rights to any process or procedure described in the journal article;
7. You can include the journal article, in full or in part, in a thesis or dissertation;
8. You can use the journal article or any part thereof in a printed compilation of your works for scholarly purpose.
9. You can prepare other extended works and include journal article into book-length form with full acknowledgement of original publication.

Why we request for transfer of copyright?

The research community needs certainty with respect to the validity of scientific papers, which is normally done through a review processes. We bear the social and ethical responsibility to preserve this form of scientific record made after a comprehensive laboratory and field experiments. We believe that by obtaining copyright transfer agreement, it is clear to all other researchers that when they access ‘Euresian publications’ site, see a published article, they are reading a final reviewed and scientific version of the paper accepted by the appropriate procedure by a journal. This is also done to avoid ambiguity about the publication and to protect the articles from unauthorized copying, edition, distribution and plagiarism in any form.